KEY BENEFITS

• Provide external expert perspective to executive management
• Gain understanding of your cybersecurity state
• Identify cybersecurity-gaps and related risk to business
• Evaluation of current state cybersecurity maturity
• Gain actionable recommendations quickly
• Help guide your cybersecurity roadmap

Assess Your Cybersecurity Posture to Better Protect your Organization

The GoSecure Cybersecurity Assessment (CSA) is an assessment of the overall state of your cybersecurity so that you can strategically plan and tactically improve your posture. Our CSA assesses your strategic control environment and references against industry best practices established in respected standards and frameworks such as ISO/IEC 27001/27002:2013 and NIST CSF. The CSA uncovers and tests vulnerabilities within your tactical control environment; vulnerabilities which expose your business to threat events.

GoSecure CSA results are contextualized to your business, as well as to organizations of comparable size, type and industry. As part of the CSA, we provide you with prioritized recommendations which are targeted to helping you improve your business’ overall cybersecurity. The standard CSA encompasses the following phases:

• Cybersecurity Governance Review
• Cybersecurity Infrastructure Review
• External/Internal Intrusion Tests
• Web Application Intrusion Tests
• Social Engineering
GoSecure is recognized as a leader and innovator in cybersecurity solutions. The company is the first and only to integrate an Endpoint and Network threat detection platform, Managed Detection and Response services, and Cloud/SaaS delivery. Together, these capabilities provide the most effective response to the increased sophistication of continuously evolving malware and malicious insiders that target people, processes and systems. With focus on innovation quality, integrity and respect, GoSecure has become the trusted provider of cybersecurity products and services to organizations of all sizes, across all industries globally. To learn more, please visit: https://www.gosecure.net.

Why GoSecure Cybersecurity Assessment?

While conventional assessment services limit themselves to a top-down only evaluation, the GoSecure CSA applies a combined top-down and bottom-up approach to provide you with a truly holistic and robust depiction of your organization’s cybersecurity. Our signature CSA approach leverages the complementary expertise of our advisory services and ethical hacking to provide you with actionable insights and recommendations. Our advisory group specializes in strategic-level control assessments of the management, technical and administrative controls that safeguard your information environment while our ethical hacking team performs tactical-level verifications of your technical environments to validate the effectiveness of implemented security controls.

Gain a holistic depiction of your organization’s cybersecurity posture by examining both strategic security and tactical operational security.

Cybersecurity Assessment (CSA) Essentials

The GoSecure CSA Essentials is a more streamlined and budget-friendly assessment scoped-down to the most exploited risks of a given industry. The overall scope and timeframe is focused compared to full assessment making it time and budget-friendly. Aligned with the annual Verizon Data Breach Investigations (DBI) Report, it breaks down different industries and provides the most critical areas of risk for each industry.

Key Benefits

- Quickly gain understanding of your cybersecurity state within the statistically riskiest areas in your industry.
- Compare your cybersecurity maturity against peers in your industry.

IS THE GOSECURE CYBERSECURITY ASSESSMENT FOR ME?

The GoSecure CSA is intended for organizations interested in validating, developing or better understand their business’s cybersecurity posture and risks. To this end, the CSA is uniquely designed to provide you with cost-effective and high-value cybersecurity insights that are contextualized to your business. The CSA provides you with actionable recommendations, including activities which can be implemented quickly whilst ensuring minimal impact to business operations. With the CSA, you benefit from our 16 years of cybersecurity expertise and operational know-how. It prioritizes activities to enable you bridge cybersecurity gaps between your business’ current posture and target objectives.